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SubmItted by George Leztmann 
It is shown that the extremal solutions of fixed duration Mayer control 
problems wtth rmphctt termmal constramts can be mterpreted as fixed pomts 
of certain function-valued operators F constructed by solvmg pairs of nnttal 
value problems m tandem. A class of simple recurswe averagmg processes is 
proposed for approximating the Iixed pomts of F. Results from the theory of 
monotone Hilbert space operators are used to establish the convergence of 
the averagmg processes for a general lmear-quadratic curve follower problem 
with unbounded control mputs, and for a simple second order bounded 
control input problem. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Optimal solutions of Mayer final value control problems are characterized 
by systems of ordinary differential equations with boundary conditions 
imposed at initial and final times, t, and t, . If t, and t, are fixed and if 
terminal state constraints at t, are treated implicitly via the penalty function 
device, the structure of these (generally nonlinear) boundary value problems is 
such that their solutions coincide with the fixed pomts of certain function- 
valued operators, F, constructed by solving pairs of initial value problems m 
tandem (Section 2). This suggest that one should consider the possibihty of 
approximating the fixed points of F by iterative processes which utilize only 
the values of F (as opposed to methods requiring, say, one or more derivatives 
of F) since any such process effectively reduces the original boundary value 
problem to a sequence of relatively easy initial value problems. 
The simplest iteration scheme of the above mentioned type is 
zk+l =F(+). (1) 
IJnfortunately, computational experiments with a variety of control problems 
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show that (1) typically diverges even when the initial point Zo is “close” to a 
fixed point of F. Nevertheless, the behavior of (1) is interesting. In all cases 
examined, the iterates zh exhibit a characteristic oscillatory divergence which 
“straddles” a fixed point of F. For problems with bounded control input sets, 
this oscillation takes the form of a developing limit cycle with period two, 
having as subsequential imit points, a pair of fixed points of the operator F*; 
for problems with unbounded control inputs, limit cycling generally gives 
way to divergent oscillations of increasing amplitude. In either case, this 
behavior suggests that F is in some sense a monotonic, or more precisely, 
an antitonic operator, and that relaxed versions of (I), e.g., 
iP+l = (1 - wk) LL + w,F(iQ, (2) 
may converge to a fixed point of F for certain parameter sequences {c+.}. 
In Ref. [I], Browder and Petryshyn consider Lipschitz continuous Hilbert 
space operators satisfying two kinds of monotonicity condition and prove that 
(2) converges at least weakly to the fixed points of such operators when 
w6 = w = a sufficiently small positive constant. For constant parameter 
relaxation processes of this type, the convergence threshold for w varies with 
F and is often not known explicitly; furthermore these threshold values are 
not bounded away from zero on the monotone operator classes considered in 
[I], so that no single constant parameter version of (2) is uniformly applicable 
on these classes. However, results obtained subsequently by Reinermann [2], 
Groetsch [3], and Dunn [4] show that (2) will approximate the fixed points 
of any operator treated in [l], provided ws converges to 0 “slowly enough”; 
more precisely, convergence occurs provided: 
The prototype for this class of recursive averaging processes corresponds to 
the sequence 
1 
Wk=k+l’ 
The present paper uses results developed in [4] to investigate the con- 
vergence of (2) and (3) for the control problem operators F discussed above 
and described in detail in Section 2. In Section 5, a convergence proof is 
given for a general curve follower problem with quadratic pay off, linear 
dynamics, and unbounded control inputs. The associated operator F is 
susceptible to a relatively straightforward application of the Hilbert space 
theorems, partly because the curve follower problem is free of singular 
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manifolds (e.g., switching surfaces). For problems with bounded control 
inputs, it turns out that discontinuities of F are associated with state-costate 
trajectory pairs having positive measure contact with a singular manifold 
(trajectories with “singular subarcs”) consequently, the convergence theorems 
in [4] are not directly applicable, at least not in their global forms, since F 
is not globally Lipschitz continuous. Nevertheless, in Section 6 the conver- 
gence of (2) and (3) is established for a prototypical bounded control input 
problem, viz., a variant of Bushaw’s harmonic oscillator problem, and in a 
round about way, the analysis of the example rests once again on the results 
m [4]. Attempts to extend this analysis to a general class of control problems 
with nonlinear dynamics and bounded control inputs have so far proved 
fruitless. However, numerical experiments with (2) and (3) (cf. [5]) suggest 
that some sort of general local convergence theorem (possibly based upon 
local convexity assumptions) does hold. 
While the question of rates of convergence for (2) and (3) is not treated 
explicitly here, it is perhaps clear from the structure of this process that one 
can expect poor asymptotic behavior in general. In spite of this, the averaging 
process has certain definite practical advantages. For instance, unhke general- 
ized Newton-Rhapson procedures, it is at least formally applicable when the 
extremal differenttal equattons have nondifferentiable right-hand stdes (e.g., 
on switching surfaces) and does not require the solution of (even linear) 
two point boundary value problems [6]. Furthermore, unlike various versions 
of the method of steepest descent, it does not utilize expensive one dimen- 
sional search cycles to determine the value of the relaxation parameter W, at 
each iteration (cf., the “min H” method in [7] and its comparison with (2) 
and (3) in [5]) and does not even require the existence of a gradient of the 
payoff functtonal. Finally, computational experience indicates that respectable 
approximations to an extremal are often obtained after relatively few iterations 
of (2) and (3) and that the performance of this algorithm is relatively insensi- 
tive to the initial guess. For these reasons, the method seems well suited to 
providing good starting approximations for more elaborate schemes which 
obtain superior asymptotic convergence rates at the expense of computational 
complexity and sensitivity to initial guesses. These considerations are 
important for large problems. 
2. EXTREMALS AS FIXED POINTS 
Final value optimal control problems are extensions of the classical varia- 
tional problem of Mayer [8]; the special case of interest here, namely, fixed 
duration control problems with no explicit terminal state constraints, is 
described below. 
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Given the following conditions (a): 
(a) A closed bounded real interval [t,, , tr]. 
(b) A nonempty set U C Rm of admissible control vectors. 
(c) A nonempty set Q of “sufficiently smooth” admissible control 
functions. 
(d) A system of state equations, ji =f(t, X, u) with x E R* and 
f:R1 x R” x R”+Rn. 
(e) An initial state vector a E Rn. 
(f) A payoff function P: Rn ---f R1. 
let Q’ denote the class of not necessarily admissible control functions u(.) 
for which the initial value problem, 
f = f (t, x, u(t)); x(t,) = a, (5) 
has a unique solution x(.; u( .)): [to , tr] --f R”, on [to , tJ. 
Let @ = Sz n 9’ and define a functional J: % -+ RI, by the rule 
J(4.N = PWl; 4.N. 
Then the corresponding problem of Mayer consists of finding a u*(.) E 4Y 
such that 
J(~*(-N = mj /M-N. 
This formulation admits an implicit treatment of terminal state constraints, 
C(&; u(.)) = 0; & Rn+ Rq, !l(n 
via the penalty function device, since (a)f formally admits payoffs of the type 
P(x) = pow + 40) w4, 
where PO: Rv” -+ RI, h is a real non-negative penalty constant, S is a real 
symmetric positive semidefinite q x q matrix, and superscript T denotes the 
transpose operation. 
Under relatively mild conditions on Q, f and P [9], every optimal u*( .) E 4Y 
must satisfy Pontryagin’s necessary condition which, for the present class of 
problems, may be stated in the following way: let # E Rn, let 
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and let V stand for the class of functions v: R1 x Rn x Rn -+ U which 
satisfy the minimum condition, 
for all (t, x, 4) (this class is never empty for “well-posed” Mayer problems). 
Finally, for each u(.) E @, let #(.; u(.)): [to , tr] + R" denote the correspond- 
ing unique solution of the linear terminal value problem: 
c 
$ = - 2 (t, x(t; u(e)), *, u(t)); 
“I (7) 
where ii/& denotes the gradient with respect to X. Then u*(.) is optimal 
only if for some v E Y*, 
u*(t) “2. v(t, x(t; u*(v)), qqt; ff*(.))), 
Two separate fixed pomt charactertzations of u*(.) are now possible. 
Let @G denote the class of absolutely continuous functions from [t, , tr] into 
R”, let G? = GZ x 02 and let T: 4Y + ad2 be defined as follows: 
T(4.H = (4.; UC.)>, #(Y 4.))). (8) 
Furthermore, for each v E Y-, define a correspondmg operator V, on m2 as 
follows: 
I/y(x(*), #(*)) = UC.), 
44 = v(4 x(t), ?w); tE[b,hl. 
(9) 
Control functions in the range of this operator satisfy the condition u(t) E U, 
t E [to , t,]; however, they need not lie in G?. In any case, let “F denote the 
composite operator: 
.F = V,T. (10) 
Then Pontryagin’s condrtion can be expressed in the following way: u*( ) E I 
is optimal only if for some v E V, u*( .) “2 a fixed point of the corresponding 
operator .F. Alternatively, for each v E V, let CYV2 denote the corresponding 
subclass of pairs (x(.), #(.)) E GZ2 for which I-,(X( .), #(.)) E +Y and let F,, 
denote the composite operator 
F, = TV”, (11) 
on aV2. Then u*(.) is optimal only if for some v E +“, (x(.; u*(.)), #(.; u’(.))) 
is a fixed point of F, . 
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In view of the above development, it can be seen that the problem of 
finding optimal ~l*(+)‘s is contained in the problem of finding all the tixed 
points of all the operators J or F, , as v ranges over V. If V contains only 
one Y, if the corresponding operator J or F, has a unique fixed point, and if 
an optimal u*(e) is known to exist, then the two problems are actually equiv- 
alent. This rarely happens. For one thing, V generally contains infinitely 
many members which are pairwise distinct on a certain subset of 
R1 x R” x Rn; this subset contains, and typically coincides with, the sin- 
gular manifold of the pseudo-Hamiltonian H, namely, the set of points 
(t, x, $1 at which ((aWax) (t, x, 4, ~(6 x, #)), (aH/+> (t, x, v(t, x, $1) is not 
constant as u ranges over V. Under these circumstances, the results of [lo] 
suggest the following classification. 
DEFINITION 1. Let S denote the singular manifold of H, let u(.) E Q, 
and let K(u(*)) denote the set of times t at which the corresponding state- 
costate trajectory T(u(.)) is in contact with S, i.e., 
Then u(.) is called a singular control function and T(u(.)) is called a singular 
trajectory if and only if the Lebesgue measure of IC(U(*)) is positive. This 
definition is motivated by the following theorem, whose proof follows readily 
from the results in [lo]. 
THEOREM 1. If u*(e) E 4 is optimal and not singular, then 
(a) u*(e) “g a fixed point of every operator 3, with Y E f; and 
(b) T(u*(.)) = a jxed point of every operator F, , with v E Y. 
Theorem 1 shows that the problem of finding not-singular optimal u*(.)‘s 
is contained in any of the fixed point problems for ,F or F, with Y E V. 
Unfortunately, the situation is considerably more ambiguous for singular 
optimal solutions. Singular solutions provide fixed points only for some of 
the operators .F or F, , and these operators are not characterized by the “first 
order” necessary condition of Pontryagin. Furthermore, the functions are 
typically discontinuous across the singular manifold S, in which case the 
associated operators V, are discontinuous at points of 0Z2 having positive 
measure contact with S. As a result, singular u*(.)‘s are typically associated 
with points of discontinuity for ,F and F, . These considerations are not an 
immediate concern for the present investigation since the problems in Sec- 
tions 5 and 6 do not have singular solutions; however, they are obviously 
pertinent for a general analysis of iteration schemes for the operators .F 
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and F, . Thus, convergence proofs which assume continuity of these operators 
(m the sense of pointwise convergence) at their fixed points will say nothing 
about the class of problems with singular solutions. 
3. ITERATES AND AVERAGES 
For each v E V, the iterates of F, and “F are formally generated by the 
following recursive sequence of two point boundary value problems: 
S~+l(t,) = a, 
&h’tl 6H 
~ = - K (t, 2+1(t), tpfl, u”(t)); 
dt 
#““(tl) = $ (x”“(tl)), (12b) 
where 
u’.(t) = v(t, 3+(t), tp(t)). 
Assuming that (12) has a solution for all K, one then has 
(124 
“Fydy-)) = &(.); k 2 1, (134 
F,kP(.), +“(*N = (x”(*>> 1cI”(*)), k 2 0. U3b) 
Each of the boundary value problems (12) is “trivial” to the extent that it 
splits into a forward initial value problem (12a), followed by a backward 
(linear) initial value problem (12b). However, if at any stage K, u”(.) does not 
fall in Q’ (see Section 2), then the first initial value problem does not have 
a solution on [to , tJ, in which case the second initial value problem is not 
even defined. Typically, one can rule out or circumvent this kind of situation 
within the context of specific control problems, but it is another matter to 
formulate a general class of f’s, P’s, etc., for which the corresponding 
sequence (12) is &ways well defined. Similar technicalities intervene in the 
analysis of other optimization algorithms at this level of generality; the usual 
approach (and the one adopted here) is simply to put these questions aside 
until one is forced to confront them. 
It is worth mentioning here that (13b) amounts to an open loop analog 
of policy space approximation [ll], applied to the characteristic differential 
equations for the Bellman-Hamilton- Jacobi equation [lo]. However, unlike 
policy space approximation, (13) does not have the descent property relative 
to the payoff functional J, nor does it produce convergent sequences in 
general. For this reason, it is necessary to turn to relaxed versions of the 
simple iterative processes (13). 
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For each v E ;U; the recursive averages (2) and (3) for ,,F and F, are formally 
generated by the boundary value problems 
Nh+l(to) = a, 
d,jk+l aH 
- = - - (t, xkfl(t), p+1, v”(f)); 
8P 
dt ax $“+l(tl) = - (.~““(fl)), ax (14b) 
where, for ,F, one puts 
v”(t) = iqt), 
ii”+‘(t) == (1 - Wk) a,(t) + w,&k‘fl(l), 
d(t) = v(t, x”(t), (Cl”(t)); k> 1, 
(154 
(15b) 
(154 
and where, for F, , one puts 
G(t) = v(t, c+(t), p(t)), (164 
(W’(t), p+yt)) = (1 - W*) (9(t), tp(t)) + Wk(X”+yt), l/w(t)); k >,O, 
with {wkj satisfying (3) in both cases. 
( 16b) 
With regard to the control averaging process (14) and (15), It should be 
noted that the values of the averages G(a) need not lie in L: unless U is 
convex, whereas the control functions in the associated sequence u”( .) always 
have range in U. Therefore, for nonconvex U it is conceivable that iP(.) 
converges in some sense to a nonadmissible limit u(.) where ,F happens also 
to be discontinuous (e.g., u(.) is singular), in which case the sequence u”(.) 
may diverge. If this can happen, it would be of some interest to explore the 
connection between u(e) and solutions of the “relaxed” optimal control 
problem where U is replaced by its convex hull [12]. Similar considerations 
arise for the trajectory averaging process (14)-(16), although here it is not 
immediately clear whether the trajectory averages (a*(.), @(.)) are in fact 
trajectories corresponding to control functions in the convex hull of &. This 
last point is significant even when U is convex, since it means that (14)-(15) 
has a certain formal advantage over (14)-( 16) for problems with singular 
solutions (in such cases (P(.), &.)) and a”(.) may converge, while the 
corresponding sequences (xk(.), I,@(.)) and zP(.) diverge). Singular optimal 
solutions have been successfully approximated with (14) and (15) in several 
numerical experiments described in [5]. In this same study, nonsingular 
optimal solutions were approximated by both (14) and (15) and (14)-( 16) 
for complex flight mechanics problems (bounded thrust, inverse square 
gravity, no drag). In the latter experiments, neither algorithm displayed a 
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clear advantage over the other and both did substantially better in the long 
run (in terms of computing costs) than the gradient-like min H method [7], 
whtch amounts to (14) and (15) with wI, chosen to approximate 
J((1 - Wa) li”(.) + w$f’(*)) = n& J((1 - w) fi”(.) + mu”“(.)) 
\-la a one-dimensional search cycle at each iteration. 
The control function averaging process (14) and (15) generally is not 
related in any simple way to the trajectory averaging process (14)-(16) 
however an interesting exception does occur when T is an affine (i.e., 
lmear + a constant) operator, in which case it is readily shown that 
(al;(.), I&)) = T(B”(.)), 
(x”( .), #“( .)) = T(uk( .)). 
If, in addition, I; happens to be affine, then 
ay *) = V”(ik( .), IF”( .)), 
u”(.) = V”(X”( ), $b”( )). 
For this special class of problems (14) and (15) and (14) and (16) are essentially 
equivalent. 
4. MONOTONE OPERATORS IN HILBERT SPACE 
The analysis of the averaging processes (14) and (15) and (14) and (16) 
for the problems in Sections 5 and 6 utilizes the following special case of a 
theorem established in [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Hilbert space with inner product <x \ y> and inner 
product-induced norm, 11 x /I = (x 1 x) l12. Let F: S + X be antitone and 
Lipschitz continuous with respect to (x 1 y>, i.e., for all x, y ES, 
(x - y 1 F(x) - F(y)? < 0, (17) 
and 
llw4 - F(Y)11 < c II x - 3’ II , 
where C is some su#iciently large positive real number. Finally, let {w,,}: non- 
negative integers --f positive reals satisfy, 
(18) 
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Then F has a unique fixed point z E X, and for all F in .%?, the corresponding 
sequences zp and fk generated by 
Zk+l = F($k), 
Sk+1 = (1 - wk) fk + w&i?‘) 
= (1 - OJk) Ok + OJr$+i, 
(19) 
converge strongly to z, i.e., 
(4 pI 11 Zk - .z 11 = 0, 
(b) /ii-f I] f’i - z 11 = 0. 
It is worth noting that when A? is the real line R1 and (x 1 y) = xy, condi- 
tion (17) is equivalent to requiring that F be monotone nonincreasing. Thus, 
Theorem 2 has the following prototypical corollary: 
COROLLARY. If F: R1 -+ R1 is monotone nonincreasing and Lipschitz con- 
tinuous and if {wk} satisjies (18), then F has a unique fixed point z, and the 
sequences {.zk} and {Z?“} in (18) converge to z, from arbitrary starting points 
9” E RI. 
5. THE LINEAR-QUADRATIC CURVE FOLLOWER PROBLEM 
Convergence of the control averaging process (14), (15) is now established 
below for a general linear-quadratic curve follower problem. The (a) elements 
(Section 2) for this problem are 
PO 9 4; (204 
UER~; (20b) 
Q = -Wto , 4, R”); (204 
f 
x= 
( ) 
E R”, 
%I 
4 E R-l, 
f=($ I 
f(t, x, u) = A(t) 2 + B(t) u, 
f& x, 4 = t[u=Q(t) 11 + (2 - WT R(t) (5 - WI, 
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~(0) = continuous (n - 1)-vector valued function 
on [to , tr] (the curve to be followed), 
A(*), B(e), Q(e), R( .) = continuous matrix valued functions on 
[to, tl] where A is (n - 1) x (n - l), 
B is (n - 1) x m, Q is m x m, symmetric, 
and positive definite, and R is 
(n - 1) x (n - l), symmetric, and positive 
semidefinite; (204 
U= 
0 
; ERR; d ERn-l. , (204 
P(x) = x, + $A(2 - b”y S(2 - 6), 
h = nonnegative real penalty constant 
6 E R”-l 3 cw 
S = (n - 1) X (n - 1) symmetric positive 
semidefinite constant matrix. 
In view of (20~) and (20d). the formula, 
(4.1 I $.I> = c’ W) Q(t) W dt (21) 
defines a symmetric bilinear positive definite real function on Q x 52, i.e., 
an inner product on 52. Furthermore the norm induced by this inner product 
is equivalent to the standard 9* norm in the following sense. 
LEMMA 1. Let 11 u(e)11 = (u(.) 1 u(e)) and Zet 
II 4911ppa = r:.’ W 44 4 (22) 
i.e., the standard norm on 2?([t, , t,]; R”). Then there exist positive constants 
1 and X such that 
Proof. Let Amax(t) and Ami, denote the largest and smallest eigen- 
values of the positive definite matrix Q(t). Since Q(m) is continuous, the func- 
tions A,,,(*), A,&.) are also continuous and therefore assume maximum 
and minimum values on [to , tl]. Put 
and 
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then 
!! J;” u=(t) u(t) dt < j-p u=(t) Q(t) u(t) dt < x 1” UT(t) u(t) dt. 
to 
COROLLARY 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Q =LP([t,, , tl], Rm) is complete with respect to 11 *II , 
i.e., {Sz, (u 1 0)) is a Hilbert Space. 
COROLLARY 3. F: l2 -+ J2 is Lipschitz continuous with respect o 11 u(*)ll o F 
is Lipschitz continuous with respect o )I u(.)llgn . 
It will now be shown that the operator ,,F corresponding to (29) is an 
atfine map of the linear space Q into itself, and that ,,F is antitone and Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to the inner product <u I w). As a result of Theorem 2, 
and Lemma 1 and its corollaries, it then follows that the sequences Ok(*) 
and u”(.) generated by the control averaging process (14) and (15) converge 
strongly in LP([to , tl], R”) to an extremal control function. 
The objects in (20) satisfy the regularity conditions necessary for the 
developments of Sections 2 and 3. For the present problem, the pseudo- 
Hamiltonian H is 
HP, x, $3 u) 
= $=(A@) 2 + B(t) 4 + $,4WQ(t) u + (2 - f(W R(t) (2 - f(t))), 
I,L = (f) ERR; z&R’+? 
n 
Thzrefore, in view of (6) and (20b), the class V contains a single member 
defined by: 
v(t, x, $1 = - $ Q-l(t) Wt) 6, 
n 
and follows from (5), (7)-(10), and (20) that the corresponding (unique) 
operater ,,F is determined by: 
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Jw-)) = U’(‘), 
Q-V) Br(t) $(t>, 
f = -4(t) i + B(t) u(t); “qt,) = 6, (239 
4 = -AT(t) $5 - z?(t) (2(t) - E(t)); $(tl) = hS(.C(t,) - 6), (23d) 
*, = 0; tJn(tl) := 1. (23e) 
Because of conditions (20~) and (20d), the initial value problems (23~) 
and (23d) have absolutely continuous solutions Z(.), $(.) for every u(.) E Q; 
furthermore, these solutions have the following representation [ 131: 
(a) .i?(t) = @(t, f,,) 6 + JtT @(t, T) B(T) U(T) dr, 
(b) I,&) = X@(t, tr) S(n(tr) - &) + 1” @(t, u) R(o) (Z(u) - r(a)) da, 
where @ and 8 are absolutely continuous adjoint fundamental solution 
matrices satisfying: 
(4 
d 
jg w, 7) = A(t) qt, T); @(T, T) = I, 
(b) d W, 7) = -AT(~) s(t, 7); dt 
@(T, T) = 1, 
for all (t, T) E [f,, , tJ X [to, tr]. It now follows that .F maps 52 into fi and is 
affine, i.e., 
JM-1) = Lb(-)) + g(.>, (24) 
where g( ) is a fixed element of 52 depending only on ii, 6, ?( .), h, and the 
coefficient matrices, and where L is a linear map of Sz mto Sz, namely: 
Lb(.)) = $-), (254 
W = -8-V) JW) S&t), Wb) 
$(‘<t) = X@(t, tl) s j”:’ @(tl , T) B(T) U(T) d7 
(25~) 
After some further manipulation, Eqs. (25a)-(25c) and the adjoint identity 
~w/&/3- = 7 
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@(t, 7) = @r(~, t) produce a Fredholm representation for L which is useful 
in proving Lipschitz continuity for ,F, viz: 
W(~)) = z’(‘), (264 
v(t) = j-I’ K(t, 7) U(T) dT, (26b) 
to 
Wv 4 = -Q-'(t) BV) [hP(t, t) sqt, , 7) ~(7) 
(26~) 
+ JL,,,,, @(a, t) R(a) @(CT, T) B(r) du]. 
One can also establish the antitonicity of ,F by using (20) and (26a)-(26c) to 
show that L is compact, self adjoint, and negative semidefinite relative to 
(21). However, a more direct antitonicity proof is obtained from an alter- 
native characterization of L, viz: 
-qu(-1) = u(*), (274 
$4 = -Q-V> BT(t) PW, (27b) 
p = A@) y + B(t) u(t); Y&J = 0, (274 
p = -N(t)p - R(t) y(t); P(h) = hSY(h)* (274 
As explained at the beginning of this section, 9 convergence of the control 
averaging process for J is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, 
and the following two results which depend on the representations (26a)-(26c) 
and (27a)-(27d), and the corollaries of Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 3. The operator JJ: Q ---t l2 defined by Eq. (23) is Lipschitz 
continuous with respect o the distance induced by the inner product (21). 
Proof. With reference to (24) and Corollary 3 of Lemma 1, it is sufficient 
to prove that the linear part L of ,F is bounded with respect to the standard 
9 norm (22). 
From (22) and (26), one obtains: 
II W(9)ll&z = h’ +-(t) W dt 
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Furthermore, in view of (20) and (26), the components of K(t, 7) are con- 
tinuous and therefore square mtegrable on [t,, , ti] r: [to , ti], consequently 
the double sum in the square braces is finite and L IS bounded. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. The operator ,F: Q --) 52 de$ned bx Eqs. (23) is antitone with 
respect to the inner product (21). 
Proof. With reference to (24) it is sufficient to show that 
for all u(.) E G. 
From (27) one obtains 
1 [YV) P(t)1 = -UT@> Q(t) W - r’(t) R(t) r(t). 
Therefore, 
04) I LWD = j t1 W QP) o(t) dt 
to 
= -y’(t)p(t) It1 - jt’ -T(t) R(t)y(t) dt 
to to 
zxz -MY%) WtJ - j t‘ Y(t) R(t) v(t) dt. 
to 
Inequality (28) now results from the fact that S and R are positive semi- 
definite, and h > 0. 
In passing, it should be noted that the smoothness conditions imposed on 
--I, B, Q, etc., in (20) are really excessive. Thus, the entire development of this 
section remains valid when -4, B, Q, R, and c” are bounded and measurable, R 
IS positive semidefinite almost everywhere, and Q obeys sign restrictions 
suflicient to preserve Lemma 1 (the condition, 
,fav&Lt i:te3 ~=&)I > 0, 0) 1 
is sufficient). It should also be noted that the convergence of the control 
averaging process (14) and (15), together with the a&e structure of (23), 
insures that the trajectory averaging process (14) and (16) also converges at 
least pointwise to an extremal state-costate trajectory for the general curve 
follower problem (see remarks at the end of Section 3). 
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6. BOUNDED CONTROL OF A HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
This section considers the following variant of Bushaw’s problem: On 
a given time interval [t 0 , tr], find a forcing function u(.) which maximizes 
the final position output of a harmonic oscillator at time t, , subject to explicit 
constraints on the magnitude of u(t) and implicit constraints on the final 
value of the oscillator’s velocity. With reference to (LX) in Section 2, the 
elements of this problem are 
[to , t11 = [O, 11, (294 
U={uER1lIu]<l}, (29b) 
52 = measurable functions u(e): [to , tr] -+ U, (294 
x= 
0 
xl E R2, 
X2 (294 
f = (i); f*@, x, 4 = x2 , f&, x, u) = +x1 + u, (29c) 
0 
a= 0 0 ’ 
P(x) = -x1 + $X(x2)2. cw 
No loss in generality ensues from the (convenient) choice of constants in 
(29a), (29b), (29e), and (29f) above; thus all subsequent conclusions are readily 
extended to general bounded intervals [to , tr], control constraints 
0 < 1 u ) < OL, initial states a, and velocity penalty terms $A(x2 - b)2. 
The objects in (29) satisfy the regularity conditions necessary for the 
developments of Sections 2 and 3. In the present case the pseudo-Hamiltonian 
is, 
ff(t, *, x, 4 = Ax2 + (b2(-P2% + 4, 
with associated singular manifold, 
S = {(t, x, 4) E R6 I #z = 0). 
Consequently, in view of (6) and (29b), the class V contains infinitely many 
V’S whose values are uniquely prescribed on the complement of S by 
I’ 44 x9 4 = (-1 42 -=c a 
*2 > 09 
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and are undetermined on S. With reference to (5), (7)-(9), (II), and (29), 
the operator F corresponding to any Y in (30) is uniquely determined by, 
F”(X(.), Yx-)) = W(-), a-)), (314 
k, = x,‘; x1(0) = 0, 
2,’ = -pZ&.,’ - sgn h(t) ; x2(0) = 0, 
(31b) 
$1’ = P2*2r; h(1) = --I, 
$2’ = -h; #n(l) = h(l)- 
(314 
provided (x( .), #(.)) is not singular, i.e., (x(.), +(.)) has zero measure contact 
with S (see Section 2), in which case sgn &(t) is ambiguous only on a negli- 
gible subset of [0, l] and an integration of (31) yields: 
F”(4-h 9Y.N = (4’), a->), 
q’(t) = - Jot $ sin p(t - T) sgn &(T) d7, 
-* x*‘(t) = - 
1 
cos p(t - T) sgn #a(~) dr, 
0 
#r’(t) = - cosp(1 - t) - pkxz)(l) sinp(1 
(324 
Wb) 
(32~) 
t)* (32d) - 
q&‘(t) = - $ sinp(1 - t) + kc,(l) cosp(1 - t). (32e) 
In view of (32e), &‘(a) has finitely many zeros in [to , tl] for arbitrary x,(l); 
thus for any v E V, F, maps not-singular trajectories into not-singular 
trajectories. In fact, with little extra effort one can show that for any Y E ^ t’, 
FV maps all trajectories in the class LTV2 (Section 2) into not-singular trajecto- 
ries in GTV2; it follows that, for all v E V, F, has no singular fixed points, or 
equivalently, problem (29) has no singular optimal solutions. Furthermore 
it will now be shown how the iterate sequences (&( ), #“(.)) produced by the 
simple iterative process (12) and (13) may diverge to a two valued limit 
cycle, while the sequences (&( -), $L(.)) and (z?( .), @(.)) generated by the 
trajectory averaging process (14)-(16) 1 y a wa s converge pointwise to a not- 
singular extremal. 
It can be seen that the sequence (@(.), gL”(.)) generated recursively by 
(x*+l(->, #““(->) = FvW(-), VW*)), (33) 
409148/3-18 
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will converge pointwise in [to , tr] to a fixed point (x( .), #( .)) of I: if and only if 
the recursion, 
Y kfl = - IO1 cos p( I - T) sgn [ - $ sin p( I - T) + X(cos p( 1 - T)) yk] dT 
s 
1 
=--- cos pa sgn 
0 [ 
- $ sin pu + h(cos pu) yk] da, 
Y0 = %O(l), (34) 
produces a convergent real sequence {y’“}; this follows from the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem, and the special structure of (32). Thus, the 
behavior of (33) is determined by the non linear real function 
g(y) = - s,’ cos pa sgn [ - $ sin pa + h(cos po) y] da. (35) 
Similarly, the averaging process 
(x”“(*), p+y 0)) = F”(P( *), 6”( -)), 
(ik+l(-), @l(O)) = (1 - wk) (kk(*), &‘)) + W,(Xk+‘(‘), #“+l(-)), (36) 
generates sequences (x~(*), #“(e)) and (P(e), I,@(.)) which converge pointwise 
in [t,, , tl] to a fixed point of F if and only if the recursion 
Y kfl =g($k); 9” = &O(l), 
“k+l = (1 - cLJk) 9” + WkYk, Y 
(37) 
produces convergent real sequences { yk} and { $“}. Thus, the behavior of (36) 
is also determined by the properties of g in (35). 
The following alternative representations of g are useful. First, since 
cos pa “45 1 cos po 1 sgn(cos pu), 
one has 
g(y) = - lo1 1 cospo 1 sgn [- $, sin 2pa + x(cos2po) y] da. 
It can now be seen that g is monotone nonincreasing when h > 0. Second, put 
cos w = ((1/p)" !/pA2y2)l,2 ' 
sin f-w = ((l/p)2 $42)1,2 * 
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Then, after some manipulation, one obtains 
Since 
k!(Y) = - j”:;r, cos p(B(y) - S) sgn[sin ps] ds. (38) 
for all y, it can now be seen that g is piecewise differentiable with bounded 
left and right derivatives, which in turn implies that g is Lipschitz continuous 
on R1. In view of the corollary of Theorem 2, these properties of g insure that 
the sequences {yk} and { 5”) produced by (37) converge from arbitrary 
f” E R1 to a (unique) fixed point of g, provided h > 0 and {w,J satisfies (18). 
As a result, one therefore concludes that (36) converges pointwise from 
arbitrary starting points (i”( .), @( .)) to a (unique) extremal trajectory for 
problem (29), when X > 0 and {wk} satrsfies (18). 
On the other hand, divergence typically results in (34), and therefore in 
(33). It can be seen from (38) and (39) that g is a contraction for X sufficiently 
small, in which case (34) does converge. However, as X increases, the con- 
vergence of (34) is disrupted by the emergence of a pair of stable fixed points 
of the square of g, i.e., g(g(y)). Th is is most easily seen for the specral case 
p =: 0 where g(y) is given by: 
\ 
1; y GO, 
g(y) = 1 - 2hy; 
l 
0 <y :< IiX, 
-1; l/X < y. 
For 0 < h < 4, this map is a contraction, but when h 3 Q, g2 has a pair of 
stable fixed points (e.g., 1 and --I, for X > 1) which are subsequential limits 
for the iterates generated by (34). Th e same kind of behavior occurs for p # 0 
in this problem, and indeed, in far more complicated problems with multi- 
dimensional state and control vectors, and highly nonlinear state equations. 
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